Introduction

As a progressive neurodegenerative disease, Alzheimer’s is the primary disorder caused by this process and today’s modern medicine is continuously seeking a remedy [1,2]. Alzheimer’s is a kind of neurological disease making the person diverge firstly from immediate surroundings, them from him/herself step by step and the memories about the current life are becoming indistinct one by one, eventually the person has difficulty even in knowing him/herself [3]. Alzheimer’s disease is a process required to be addressed carefully because it brings along a number of symptoms which reduce patients’ quality of living [2,3]. Progressive impairment of memory function is one of the most basic symptoms of this disease and forgetfulness may have some destructive effects on individuals particularly during the mild phase [4,5]. Even though pharmacological therapy slows down progression of the disease in early period, the lack of a definite treatment significantly affects both the individual who suffers from the disease and his/her family [6,7]. As one of the frightening returns of elderliness, Alzheimer’s disease means the beginning of a self-sacrificing process for patient relatives and caregivers [4,5]. Characterized by progressive physical and cognitive dysfunction, Alzheimer’s disease has some adverse effects on life quality of patients and their families [8]. All kinds of efforts aiming to increase the quality of living in patients and patient relatives who struggle with destructive effects of Alzheimer’s disease are highly valuable. This study is conducted to determine the impact of the Blue House Alzheimer’s Patients and Patient Relatives Center (the Blue House) that aims to meet the requirements of patients and their families by touching on their life.
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The blue house alzheimer’s patients and patient relatives center

The Blue House Alzheimer’s Patients and Patient Relatives Center was opened by cooperation of Antalya Metropolitan Municipality and National Social Applied Gerontology Association in order to meet care requirements of Alzheimer’s patients, increase quality of living in patients and patient relatives and improve their interaction with each other. Care is provided for Alzheimer’s patients in the first and second phase and patient relatives in the Blue House Alzheimer’s Patients and Patient Relatives Center. The Blue House has been designed as a modern facility that enables satisfaction of care requirements of Alzheimer’s patients and meeting, information and experience sharing for families. Located on a place where the sea and nature intersects, the Blue House incorporates all kinds of possibilities by which the patients may satisfy their basic needs. A team composed of a social service expert, a nurse, a gerontologist, a psychologist, caregiver nurse, a physiotherapist, nutritionist, cook, security and cleaning staff is operating at the center. All the services provided at the center are free of charge. One of the most significant services is free transport of patients to the center. At the center where some group activities including paint, brain boosting games, hiking, yoga, meditation, singing are performed. The total of 55 Alzheimer’s patients in total including 30 patients that have mild level and 25 patients that have medium level are provided care at the center.

Materials and Methods

Data gathering process

The data has been collected by face to face interviews with a semi structured interview form created by the researcher in direction of the study objectives. Once it has been specified by the gerontologist that the patients have clearer perceptions and are more willing to talk after the activities, the patients are interviewed after the activities held at the center. Any sample restriction was not applied in the study. 27 patients who have a Standardized Mini Mental Test score over 27 and 11 patients who are volunteer in participating the study have been included in the study. A profile of the participants is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Characteristics of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Mean ±SD</th>
<th>Number of children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>76.09±6.5</td>
<td>2.45±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate/Postgraduate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired civil servant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They live with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caregiver</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Validity and reliability

Validity implies accuracy of scientific findings and reliability implies repeatability of scientific findings in qualitative researches [9]. In this direction, the researcher avoided from behaving as a leader during the observation and interview process and from bringing in his/her subjective judgments during the data gathering process. An interview form has been created in order to increase internal validity (conclusiveness) of the research and a conceptual framework has been constituted about the subject as a consequence of literature review on the corresponding field. The research data has been recorded and the themes have been repeated by the assistant researcher. The themes of two researchers have been compared and integrity has been ensured. The correlation between the themes and sub-themes which constitute the themes and the correlation of each theme with others have been determined in the content analysis. All the findings have been reported directly without making any interpretation to improve internal reliability (consistency) of the research.

Ethical dimension of the research

The permission has been obtained from the director of the Blue House before starting the research. The ethics committee...
approval has been obtained from Akdeniz University Faculty of Medicine Clinical Researches Ethical Committee (Approval No: 70904504/261). Mild level Alzheimer’s patients to participate in the study have been informed about the study and then their written and oral consent has been received. The study has no risks on the participants.

Results

The research results have been presented fewer than three chapters. The first chapter addresses to the subject of being an Alzheimer’s patient, the second addresses to Life in the Blue House and the last chapter addresses to the Impact of the Blue House on Alzheimer’s Patients. Each chapter has its own themes. Some themes have sub-themes.

Chapter 1: Being an alzheimer’s patient

Theme 1: I get older if I forget

Most of the participants specified that forgetfulness is a sign of elderliness. One patient said working hard results in elderliness, another one stated that he/she has the tendency of living longer genetically and tries to overcome forgetfulness. It has never come to my mind that someday I would become such forgetful. People become forgetful when they get older. (78 year’s old, female). Someone who works hard tends to forget. Someone who forgets tends to get older. Everything is in turn in life. I realized when I started to forget, it’s my turn. Forgetting (he hesitated)... Forgetting means getting older. (81 year’s old, male). Sometimes some blanks are happening on my mind but I do my best to avoid from forgetting. (71 year’s old, male). One participant stated that forgetfulness affects her interaction and her sharing decreased with her immediate neighboring.

I am no longer the person I had been 30 years ago. I cannot do anything, any little thing (she waited for 5 seconds) as I did in the past. My memory is not as good as it was in the past. I always forget where I have put my stuff. Anyone does not tell me anything, not want to talk to me. They say you will forget anyway when I feel sorry. (92 year’s old, female).

Theme 2: I wish there were nothing called as elderliness

It has been established that some participants of the study have positive health perceptions while some others have negative perceptions. Majority of the participants told that the most important problem they suffer has become forgetfulness after they were diagnosed with Alzheimer’s. My illness started once I forgot my daughter’s name. Actually, there is nothing wrong with me; I am sound as a barrel. The time has passed by working, engaging in carpentry. Now I can’t remember names of people. (72 year’s old, male). One of the participants told that her health is good; he has just difficulty in using electronic appliances. I can’t use electronic appliances. My grandchildren teach me how to use a mobile phone, but I fail lastingly. I forget immediately. (80 year’s old, male). It is established that female participants who have the capability to do daily activities have positive health perceptions. Actually there is nothing wrong with me. I can do all my work by myself. I just have some kinds of forgetfulness time to time. I can’t remember where I had put my stuff occasionally (75 year’s old, female). I can do every work. Cooking, cleaning, ironing... I can do all my work by myself. Thank goodness I am healthy (70 year’s old, female).

On the other hand, women who cannot do daily activities by their own have negative health perceptions. It is established that female patients who cannot fulfill the role of caregiver at home feel troubled for the fact that they currently cannot do housework they had done in the past and they feel they impose themselves on their children. Elderliness is very difficult. I wish there is nothing called elderliness. Sometimes I say death might be better. My health is bad. I feel I am a burden on my children. I feel myself dysfunctional. I wish I had died when I was young, (78 year’s old, female). I was doing all housework myself in the past. I had completed all the works until my daughter come from work. Now I can do nothing. My daughter is engaging in everything. I feel myself as a redundancy. (73 year’s old, female).

Theme 3: Loneliness

When the lives of participants before they came to the Blue House are questioned, it is established that almost all of them felt loneliness before applying to the Blue House. A patient who was living alone told that he/she accompanies with the flowers on his/her garden, those who were living with their children stated that they were alone when their children go to work. Do you mind if someone is afraid of her home? I started to be afraid of my home. I was staying alone at home when the children went to work. I adopted loneliness as my destiny. Loneliness is very difficult; I thought that I might die myself. (73 year’s old, female). When my children went to work I was waiting for their return in the past. I was alone at home. I was not strong enough to go out, I was feeling disinclined to go out. I was not even visiting my neighbors. (70 year’s old, female). Some of the participants told that they were thinking about their past when they stand alone, thinking about the past all the time make them upset.

I was standing all alone at home and waiting for my daughter’s return from work in the past. Being alone is very difficult. I become very thoughtful when I have nothing to do. Everyone misses the past. But the past does not come back when you think about it (he filled with tears). (75 year’s old, male). I was in bed all day long before I came here. I had a knee surgery and I have prosthesis. I can’t do any housework. I was thinking about the past all day long. About how I became such unable... I was crying whenever I remember the past. Time is not going on when you are alone at home. But you can even forget about your misery in crowd (78 years old, female).

Chapter 2: Life in the blue house

Theme 1: I could go out from home

Most of the participants stated that they like the location and spatial characteristics of the Blue House. It is seen that having care in the Blue House makes the patients happy. I was in bed all day...
Theme 2: I love my friends so much

It is seen that the Blue House strengthens bonds of friendship and increases interaction between the patients.

I have friends to share my life here. I love all of them so much. The greatest favor of this place is to make me have friends. We are entrusted by each other. We talk together and advice each other. (71 year’s old, female)

I even do not think about my children while I have a conversation with my friends (71 year’s old, male). We pay attention to get along with our friends. No one hurts others, we love each other. I forgot about my own misery when I see other friends here. (72 year’s old, male)

One of the participants stated that she loves her friends in the Blue House so much and she misses them when she does not see, another one told that she forgot to focus on the past in crowd. The best characteristic of here is to have friends. I love them and miss when I don’t see. I forgot to think about the past when I am in crown. (78 year’s old, female)

Theme 3: Forget about forgetting

The elderly patients included in the study told that they joined some activities like yoga, hiking, painting, singing in the Blue House. They stated that they enjoy the Blue House activities and the time is going on fast here. We always engage in something. I never get bored here. They measure our tension when we come first in the morning. Then they serve us tea. We sing, we paint. We have lunch. We have conversation with our friends. Time is going on fast here (78 year’s old, female). Coming here is enjoyable for us. We spend good time here. (75 year’s old, female). The participants told that forgetfulness as one of the biggest problems stops being a problem in the Blue House, because they have no time to forget here. This place made me forget about forgetting. We are such busy here that it seems like we have no time to forget. We do many things; I can’t remember all of them now. But I am having fun while doing yoga at the most. A Japanese yoga instructor is coming for us. She does not speak Turkish well. She can’t say Turkish words right. Let me show you how to do yoga (doing yoga while laughing) (71 year’s old, male). We are doing something all the time. There is no time remained to forget. We are always busy. (75 year’s old, male)

Chapter 3: The impact of the blue house on Alzheimer’s patients

Theme 1: I am so happy here

All the participants stated that they are glad to receive care in the Blue House. I am so happy here. This place is better than home.
It is stated that improvement in feelings like personal control, social skills, self-confidence and optimism will increase quality of living in Alzheimer’s patients [15]. It is expressed that improvement in social and cognitive interactions with their neighboring improve wellbeing and health status of patients [15,16]. This study establishes that receiving care in the Blue House decreases the level of loneliness and increases their mutual interactions and level of happiness in patients similar to the literature.
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